
 
 

Gold. 
 
From ancient times up to today people have coveted these shiny rocks that have the power to turn 
ordinary men and women into kings and emperors. This almost supernatural metal never corrodes 
and yet it corrupts souls - planting the seeds of avarice, theft, and murder in someone’s heart. 
 
In 1896 gold was discovered here in the Yukon and more than 100,000 people set off to make their 
fortunes. Some were chasing an adventure, some thought it was easy money, and some were so poor 
that they had nothing to lose. Only 30,000 of them managed to get here. Then they fought against 
frostbite, starvation, and the wild to chase their dreams. Few struck it rich. Many of them died, and 
many more left penniless - broken and beaten by the unforgiving wilderness. But some suffered a 
fate even worse. 
 
The folklore of the Native Americans tells of a creature that lives in 
these frozen woods. A curse that hangs over these trees and lakes. It is 
called the Wendigo. When greed, cold, and starvation drive a person to 
commit murder or cannibalism the curse of the Wendigo comes upon 
them. They are marked with antlers and their madness and hunger 
become permanent. They can find no rest, and no food can satisfy 
them. Over time their bodies become emaciated and thin, with ash-
colored skin and protruding bones. Their eyes are sunken and glow 
like hot coals. They are known for a strong odor of death and decay. 
Wendigo are only seen in the cold months. They are the incarnation of 
winter, the embodiment of hunger, and the personification of 
selfishness. 
 

The Wendigo hunt these woods, eating anything they can. But 
their favorite thing to eat is humans. Some say it is because 
cannibalism is what made them into Wendigo. Others think they 
are angry and jealous of all who do not carry their curse. 
 
If you come here, you will be challenged by nature itself. What will 
you find in these woods? Will it be fame, glory, and gold? Will you 
leave with nothing but your life? Or will you stay here forever 
bearing the curse of the Wendigo?



 

Event Details 
Who Scouts BSA and AOLs 
What Klondike Derby – a challenging event that pits scout teams against each other in 

a battle for gold and glory 
When February 4th, 2023 
Where Norseland Scout Camp, St. Peter, MN 
Why Because it’s fun and nobody wants to be trapped inside all winter long 
How Registration is open until January 27th at 12:00 PM 

https://www.twinvalleybsa.org/activities-events/scouting-bsa-activities/ 
 
To ensure the event has proper staffing and equipment LATE REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE 
ALOWED. 
 
Event Schedule 

Time Event Location 
7:00 am Check-in, sled inspection, base assignment Lodge 
8:30 am Opening Remarks Meadow 
9:00 am Stations Begin Whole camp 
3:00 pm Sled Race Lake 
4:00 pm Closing Ceremony & Awards Meadow 

 
  



 

Equipment List 
Sled Equipment 
Each sled must have the following items: 
• A sled large enough for people and 

equipment to ride on 
• 4 or 5 Scouts and AOLs 
• At least one AOL or Scout whose rank is 

Tenderfoot or lower 
• Compass 
• GPS device or phone with GPS app 
• First Aid Kit 
• Fire making tools 
• 1 saw 
• 1 small axe or hatchet 
• 1 pocket knife 
• 1 tarp 
• 2 blankets 
• Unit/Patrol/Sled Flag 
• Ropes for pioneering, knot tying, and 

shelter construction challenges 
• Wooden poles for pioneering challenge 

• Food to cook a hot meal for the whole 
sled team  

• A snack for the whole sled team 
• Scout handbook 
• Trash bag 
• A sealable bag which is large enough and 

durable enough to work as a bear bag. 
• Bucket for dousing fire 
• A bag to hold your gold nuggets 
• A team cheer – many events give gold for 

scout spirit based on whether you gave 
your cheer when you arrived. 

 

 
Home Base Equipment 
These are necessary items for the event that you may leave at your home base. Not riding the 
sled all day. 
• Cooking gear: pots, pans, utensils, etc. 
• Wood, if you plan to cook over an 

open fire 

• Pop-up shelter or dining fly 
• Propane and stove if you’re going to 

cook using fuel 
You will be sharing home base with other sleds so if you plan to cook over an open fire be 
prepared to share the space and take turns. 
 
Individual Scouts 
Each scout must have the following items: 

• Health Form A & B 
• Shooting sports permission form (if you’ll be shooting) 
• Appropriate winter clothing including hat, gloves/mittens, winter coat, snow pants, 

wool socks, and snow boots. Scouts that are missing these items or whose items are 
insufficient for the weather will not be allowed to participate. 

• Additional dry clothing in a waterproof bag 
• Totin Chip or Whittlin Chip 
• Water bottle 
• Mess kit 



 

How to win 
The object of the Klondike Derby is to accumulate the greatest number of gold nuggets and 
raise the Klondike Derby Trophy in front of all the troops while basking in the applause, honor, 
and glory that comes with it. 
 
The event starts with check-in where we will collect your health forms, shooting sports 
permission forms, and confirm that everyone from your sled is present. Then you’ll be given a 
home base location and told what order of events your sled will follow and the location 
coordinates for each event. Home base is a safe place to leave any items that are not part of 
the required sled equipment such as portable stoves and propane tanks. You will prepare and 
eat your lunch at home base. 
 
After the opening ceremony you will be given an unstructured block of time to complete the 
events. You may spend as much or as little time as you want on each event, but you must 
complete them IN ORDER. You will receive gold nuggets for each event you complete. Most 
events will also have points, but points are only used for tie breaking. 
 
Equipment inspection 
After you arrive at home base a judge will come and perform an equipment inspection. This is a 
scored event! You will receive nuggets for having all minimum required equipment and for 
going beyond in your preparation for the weather and the events. This is a scored event, but it 
is also a matter of comfort and safety. Judges have the authority and the moral duty to 
disqualify a scout or a whole sled for not being properly equipped for the event and weather. 
 
Judges will award points for having all the gear on the sled checklist. Points will be taken away 
for missing some items but if a judge feels that too many are missing the judge will disqualify 
the sled. 
 
Judges will also inspect the individual scouts to ensure they are wearing clothing that is 
appropriate for the temperature. Points for wearing layers and having wind-blocking clothing 
will be awarded. Again, if a judge feels that a scout is not dressed adequately the judge will 
disqualify the scout. 
 
If a judge disqualifies a scout and now the sled has fewer than the minimum number of scouts 
or the sled no longer has an AOL/Scout/Tenderfoot then the sled is also disqualified. 
 
A sled that does not have food for lunch is immediately disqualified. 
 
Lunch 
During your block of time, when everyone is hungry enough, you will return to home base and 
prepare a meal as a patrol. This is a scored event! You’ll receive nuggets for having a meal that 
is hot, balanced, appetizing, and filling and for working together to prepare it. 
 



 

Sleds from the same Unit may share a home base and borrow cooking equipment from each 
other but should not work together on their meals. 
 
Scouts must keep their food on their sled for the whole event, but may leave other cooking 
items such as pots, pans, stoves, propane, patrol box at home base. 
 
Scouts do not need to prepare a whole meal for the judges, but the judges may take a small 
taste to see if it is edible.  
 
Judges will keep an eye on the process and look for signs that everyone in the sled is 
participating in the preparation of the meal. When it’s time to eat the judges will rate the meal 
for being hot and healthy, for being appetizing, and for having sufficient food to fill up everyone 
in the sled. Points will be awarded for having everyone in the sled work on preparing the meal, 
saying grace, and for using the EDGE method to teach your AOL/Scout/Tenderfoot. 
 
The race 
When the unstructured time has ended, you will gather with your sled at the location of the 
race. You’ll be given gold nuggets for how you place in the sled race 
 
Additional awards 
At the end of the event, additional awards will be given for best song, best shelter, best 
scarecrow, and best lunch. These awards come with gold nuggets. 
 
Hazards 
As you move through the events you must beware two hazards: claim jumpers and Wendigo. 
 
Claim Jumpers 
Claim jumpers are other miners that want to steal your gold. They will stop your sled on the 
road and ask you Scouting questions. If you answer incorrectly, they will take some of your 
nuggets 
 
Wendigo 
The cursed creature of the woods will stop your sled and ask you questions about winter 
survival. If you answer incorrectly, he will give you handicaps that you carry to your next event. 
 
 
 
 
   
  



 

Events and Locations 
Wendigo Song Writing 
Before you go out on the Yukon looking for gold, you need a way to frighten away any Wendigo 
that might want to attack you. Your sled will write an original song intended to frighten away 
Wendigo with cheers, yells, tales of past victories, and predictions of what would happen to any 
unfortunate Wendigo that cross their path. You’ll do this at the first station you go to so that 
your song will be ready for the rest of the event. 
 
Units ARE permitted to write and practice their song ahead of time. 
 
The song will be judged for length and participation. 10 to 25 seconds long is the expectation, 
and all scouts should participate in both the writing and performing of the song. Points will be 
awarded for mentioning the name or number of your unit, patrol, or sled. Points will also be 
awarded for mentioning the Wendigo in your song and your overall enthusiasm in singing the 
song. 
 
Your song should include tales of past victories and adventures by your unit/patrol/sled. For 
example, “climbed the peaks of Philmont”, “tamed the Boundary waters”, “won the tug-o-war 
at Cuyuna”, or “Claimed the trophy at Klondikes past.” Your song should include predictions of 
what will happen to any that stand in your way. Think of a typical school fight song – things like 
“we’ll crush ‘em”, “we’ll stomp ‘em” or more creative things like “we’ll sink their bones to Davy 
Jones” or “we’ll pick our teeth with their bleached bones” or “we’ll drink our hot chocolate 
from their emptied-out skulls.” Have fun with it.  
 
After this event, no Wendigo will dare attack a sled on the road if they are singing their 
Wendigo song. There is also a special award for best song which will be given out at the end of 
the event and that award comes with gold nuggets. 
 
Whitehorse - Black Powder Rifle 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Whitehorse is the capital city of the Yukon region, though it isn’t as populated as Dodge City. 
The bluffs of Miles Canyon make a great backdrop for practicing rifle skills that prospectors 
need to hunt food and protect themselves from the dangers of this region.  
 
Wendigo can’t be killed but that doesn’t mean they can’t be hurt. Fire, spears, bow & arrow are 
all useful for keeping Wendigo at bay, but nothing does the job quite as well as slinging hot lead 
on a cold day. In Whitehorse you’ll learn how to use black powder rifles and practice your 
marksmanship. 
  



 

Haines Junction - Snowshoe Obstacle Course 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Prospecting is all about following the whispers and rumors you hear in those rare moments 
when you find another soul to talk with. A few days ago you were sharing some coffee with 
another prospector and he told you about a deep vein of gold just outside of Haines Junction. 
Things weren’t going so well on the plot of land you were working, so you decided to try your 
luck and follow the rumor.  
 
Your sled team has arrived at Haines Junction just after a heavy snow storm and you’re not able 
to move around the town without snowshoes. And moving around the town isn’t easy – there 
are sticks to go under, ropes to go over, and other obstacles that you’ll have to work through. 
But if you can make it from one end of the town to the other without dying of exhaustion then 
you can get to a secret gold vein that the prospector told you about – if it is even real. Every 
member of the sled team must go through the course, and members of the sled team are 
allowed to help each other with the obstacles. You’ll be judged on completing the course, scout 
spirit, and living the third point of the scout law. That last point is especially important if you’re 
suffering an injury from a Wendigo attack. 
 
Carmacks - Lost Hiker Search Party 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

You arrive in Carmacks hoping to do some trading but the town is almost completely empty. 
Yesterday afternoon a hiker left from here to inspect a soil erosion site and hasn’t been seen 
since. There is a lot of concern because the hiker spent the night in these woods possibly 
without shelter. Everyone is out looking for the hiker. If you want to get any business done, 
you’ll first need to help with the search. You think to yourselves, “maybe we can get some kind 
of reward for finding this fool.” With this cold and with the Wendigo in these woods it is 
possible that you may not find the hiker alive. Even still, try to find the hiker, or the hiker’s 
remains, so these people can provide care or arrange for a burial. 
 
The only thing we have to go on is that the hiker turned in a hiking plan that indicated places 
where they plan to stop. Obviously, we don’t know if the hiker made it to all those spots or if 
the hiker was lured off the trail for some reason, but it is a good starting point. 
 
Your team will be given a radio to stay in contact while you’re searching. Your search party 
should leave your sled here and go off on foot. Search high and low for the missing person. 
Check in using the radio when you get to the planned locations on the hiker’s travel plan and 
report if you find any significant clues you find. We need to know that you didn’t get attacked 
by Wendigo while you were searching for the hiker. When you find the missing hiker radio back 
to town with the location so that we can send a recovery team. 
 
Note: the missing hiker is NOWHERE NEAR THE RIFLE RANGE! 
 



 

You have the option to declare that you can’t find the hiker. If that happens you can still get 
some points for the event for things like scout spirit and communication, but you will lose the 
found hiker points. 
 
You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, how well you stay in communication with the town, and 
how quickly you manage to find the missing hiker. 
 
Carmacks - First Aid Challenge 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

When you came to Carmacks your team was enlisted to help find a missing hiker. You found the 
hiker, but this person has suffered some injuries. Help is on the way, but here on the Yukon it 
could be hours, or it could be days. The hiker was attacked by a Wendigo and has suffered an 
animal bite to the leg and a closed bone fracture of the lower arm. This resulted in shock and 
the prolonged time outside has led to frostbite on their fingers and hypothermia. The hiker is 
awake and alert and able to answer questions accurately. 
 
You’ll be judged on how well you treat each of the injuries and your use of the EDGE method to 
include your younger scouts 
 
Teslin - Fire making challenge 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Teslin is a logging outpost in the Yukon. There isn’t much to do here except cut trees and swap 
tall tales about how tough you are. When you get here the locals show you a place where you 
can park your sled and set up a camp. Getting a fire going right away is a high priority. Wendigo 
can’t be killed but that doesn’t mean they can’t be hurt. They seem to be afraid to approach 
fire, so it’s a good idea to practice your fire making skills in case you find yourself being tracked 
by one or more Wendigo and you need to keep them at bay. 
 
For this challenge you’ll demonstrate safe handling of a saw, axe, and knife to process wood 
into fuel, kindling and tinder. Use a saw to cut two sections of a tree. Use an axe to split the 
sections into quarters or even smaller sections. Use a knife to create feather sticks. 
 
Then take your processed wood and light a fire. You may use a lighter, matches, ferro rod, or  
flint & steel. Extra points for using ferro rod or flint & steel. You may forage for natural tinder or 
you can provide it on your sled. You may coat your natural tinder with wax or petroleum jelly 
but you must tell the judge that you’re doing that and show the judge that you didn’t pre-treat 
your tinder. Scouts may not use a pre-treated tinder that has an accelerant in it or store-bought 
tinder replacements such as Duraflame or Fire Plugs.  
 
You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, safe use of cutting tools, building a successful fire, and 
using the EDGE method to teach your younger scouts. 



 

Allakaket  - Knot Relay and Bear Bag 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Wendigo aren’t the only animal that live in these woods – they’re just the only animal that 
wants to eat you. Other animals would rather eat your food. But if you run out of food, you’re 
just one step away from starvation. And starvation leads to cannibalism. And cannibalism leads 
to becoming a Wendigo yourself. So, to protect yourself from the curse of the Wendigo, you 
need to protect your food. 
 
For this challenge you’ll perform a knot tying relay. One of you will be the coach while the 
others will form a line to tie each of the knots below with each scout being responsible for one 
knot. If your sled doesn’t have five Scouts, then the first Scout to tie a knot can run to the end 
of the line and tie the last knot as well. The coach may not tie any knots but may give verbal 
instructions and look up knots in the Scouts BSA handbook. 

• Square knot 
• Bowline 
• Sheet Bend 
• Clove hitch 

 
The judge will confirm that a knot has been completed correctly and then tell the sled team to 
move onto the next knot. If a knot is wrong, the judge will have the scout start over. 
 
After tying all the knots, place all food from the sled into a bag and suspend the bag from a tree 
so the food is safe from bears, raccoons, honey badgers, ostriches, rodents of unusual size 
(ROUSes), donkeys, skunks, adolescent camels, curious rhinos, or a Minion standing on the 
shoulders of another Minion whilst wearing a comically-sized trench coat. If the troop has 
already eaten lunch, then some other bag can be substituted. 
 
You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, time taken to complete the knot relay, the height of your 
bear bag, and your use of the EDGE method to instruct your younger scouts. 
 
Beaver Creek - Pioneering river crossing 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Your sled team had a great few days of prospecting and you’re laden with gold. You decide to 
head over to Carmacks to spend some of that gold on hot chocolate and partying at the lock-in 
in the church basement. But along the way you find that Beaver Creek has overflowed its banks 
and your sled is unable to cross. 
 
No self-respecting prospector would be late for church, so your sled team is going to have to 
use your sticks and ropes to build a bridge and move your sled across the river. And you better 
hurry because once they close the door for the church lock-in, they won’t open until morning 
and you’ll miss the party. 
 



 

You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, the length and strength of your bridge, teamwork, and 
your use of the edge method to teach your younger scouts. Your bridge should be wide enough 
that you can push your sled across it even if you are wading in the water beside it. Your bridge 
should be at least six inches off the ground, otherwise it isn’t a bridge. A bridge that is at least 4 
feet long will get points. At 12 feet no more points will be counted, but your sled can keep 
getting more gold nuggets for as long as your bridge goes. No points for having a very tall 
bridge or very wide bridge. It’s either six inches off the ground and wide enough for your sled, 
or it’s not. You can build a bridge that is 4 feet high and eight feet wide because it’s fun, but it 
won’t get you extra points. 
 
Carcross - Shelter Construction 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

You have arrived in the town of Carcross hoping to trade some pelts and get some leads on 
where to find unclaimed land to mine for gold. It took longer than you expected to get here 
though and now the town is closed off. There is a lot of fear of Wendigo in the area and the 
town gate stays closed sometimes for days at a time. Nobody is going to let you in unless you 
can come up with a hefty bribe – but if you could pay a hefty bribe, you wouldn’t be here in the 
Yukon looking for gold. 
 
Getting caught outside overnight in the Yukon is a recipe for certain death. If the Wendigo don’t 
get you the hypothermia will. There’s no time to make it to the next town. Your best bet is to 
make a shelter and try to get through the night, and then move on to the next town at first 
light. Using items on your sled and the nearby trees and snow, construct a shelter that can fit 
everyone in your sled. You are free to scavenge any dead trees on the ground, but no cutting 
things down. You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, how well you all fit in the shelter, how 
sturdy the shelter looks, how warm the shelter will keep you, and any steps you’ve taken to 
camouflage the shelter so that passing Wendigo don’t take notice of you and make your shelter 
into a burrito. You’ll also be scored on using the EDGE method to instruct your younger 
Scout/AOL to help with the construction. 
 
Old Crow - Blindfolded Target Touch 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Old Crow is one of the most remote outposts on the Yukon. It can be difficult to get supplies 
out this far, whether that be food, medicine, or gun powder. You’ve been told several times 
now: Wendigo can’t be killed but that doesn’t mean they can’t be hurt. But what can you do 
when you’ve run out of gun powder? And when you’re this far north on the Yukon the sun goes 
down pretty early – how do you protect yourself when you can’t even see?  
 
If you’re going to be doing any prospecting around Old Crow, you need to practice other ways 
of protecting yourself and working in the dark. There’s gold here for sure, but you need to have 
a plan to make sure you leave with the gold instead of becoming just another cold rock for 
some prospector to find. 



 

 
Before the sun goes down, each person in your sled team will put on a blindfold and take one of 
your pioneering poles in your hand. You’ll throw the pole like a javelin towards some targets 
hanging in a tree. The other scouts in your sled team will guide you to aim left, right, up and 
down. You’ll get gold for hitting the targets  
 
Burwash Landing - Panning for Gold 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

You’ve been traveling around the Yukon digging and scraping for gold. Last night you decided to 
camp next to the lake at Burwash Landing. This morning when you woke up you were just too 
tired to swing your pickaxe and so you decided to try panning for gold instead.  
 
For this event you will be challenged to move one or more balls from one blanket to another 
without touching them. Your sled will split into two teams of two each holding a blanket. If 
there is a 5th scout that person is the communications leader who will give instructions to the 
blanket teams. If there are only four scouts, then choose one of the four to hold a blanket and 
also be the communications leader. 
 
You’ll start with one ball in one of the blankets and your communications leader will give 
instructions to help move the ball to the other blanket without any scout touching the ball or 
having the ball touch the ground.  
 
For additional points, the two teams will move farther and farther apart still transferring the 
ball successfully. Additional points are available for being able to move two balls at the same 
time or for being able to move one ball from each blanket over to the other at the same time. 
 
You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, the distance between your blankets, and how many balls 
you can move and whether you can move them at the same time. 
 
Watson Lake - Orienteering Gold hunt 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

Here on the Yukon you have a lot of adventures and those adventures have brought you some 
gold. But sometimes, you just have to go looking for the gold. You are prospectors after all, and 
it’s time to search for some gold. Last week you met an old prospector that had made so much 
money that he was having gold crowns put on all his teeth. After a few games of cards you were 
able to get him to tell you that Watson Lake is where he found all his riches – and that is what 
has brought you here. 
 
When you get to Watson Lake you’ll be given a starting point, a bearing, and a distance. You’ll 
have to use your compass to point your team on that bearing and then pace out the distance to 
find your first gold marker. From there, you’ll get a new bearing and a new distance. Keep 
searching and following the directions until you’ve found all the gold markers. 



 

 
Your team will be issued a radio to stay in communication with Watson Lake while you’re 
searching for Gold. When you find a gold marker, radio back to Watson Lake to get your next 
bearing and get credit for finding the gold marker. 
 
Aishihik - Scarecrow Build 
Location: GPS provided on day of event in format: 44.xxxxxx -94.xxxxxx 

When your sled team arrives in Aishihik you find a town that is on the verge of disaster. 
Wendigo attacks have happened every night and they have almost run out of ball and powder 
for their guns. You were hoping to do some trading or get some leads on where to find gold, 
but everyone is busy locking down the town for another attack tonight. 
 
The town elders come to you with a job offer. You’re not sure how you feel about it. If you were 
the kind of person to work a regular job you wouldn’t be freezing your feet off on the Yukon 
trying to strike it rich. But since you’re not going to get anything else done, you decide to hear 
them out.  
 
The mayor wants you to build a scarecrow to help keep Wendigo away from the town. And 
depending on how good your scarecrow is, they will pay you in gold nuggets. You can build your 
scarecrow using any items you have on your sled or whatever you can scavenge or borrow 
nearby. But it’s freezing cold on the Yukon so you may not take off any of your own winter 
clothing to outfit the scarecrow. 
 
You’ll be judged on your scout spirit, the height of your scarecrow, creativity, lights, sound, and 
movement, teamwork, and your use of the edge method. The best scarecrow will also win a 
special award that comes with more gold nuggets at the end of camp.  


